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Name of allocated IRC(s): ESI - Generation 
Name of the SSO: Australian Industry Standards 



 

 

1. Administrative details of the Case for Endorsement  

Refer to Attachment A for the title and code for each of the training package components that are 

submitted for approval, and an indication of whether these are updated (including equivalence or 

non-equivalence status), new or deleted products 

 

1.1   Case for Change details 
 

• The Case for Change was approved at the 21 June 2019 AISC meeting and directed by the 

Commonwealth through Activity Order: AIS/TPD/2021-22/001 dated 9 August 2021 

• Control Room Operations: Develop: 5 new Units of Competency and 3 new Skill Sets and Update: 

1 qualification to address skills requirements for control room operations relating to power 

generation in both fossil fuels and renewable energies, encompassing automated control systems.  

• This Case for Endorsement (CfE) encompasses Training Package development activity proposed in 

the 2021 ESI Generation Industry Skills Forecast.  

• The newly developed Units of Competency were then incorporated into Certificate III in ESI 
Generation within the ESI – Generation Training Package. These additional units and skill sets are 
identified in Appendix A by italics. 

 

1.2   Timeframes and delays 
 

• The project has been delivered within the agreed timeframe.   
 

2. Changes to training products and how these will meet the needs of 
industry  

Refer to Attachment B for information on how the proposed updates to qualifications will better 

support job roles in industry.  

 

The need to address skills requirements for control room operations and align training products 

with contemporary industry practice was initially raised by AEMO (Australian Energy Market 

Operators) as there is currently no Units of Competency for control room operators in the 

electricity supply industry. 

The transition to renewable energy has led to changes in the skills requirements of workers and a 

growing need for workforce mobility across the generation industry. The workforce needs to be 

upskilled and retrained in the operation and maintenance of existing and emerging renewable 

technologies and be able to adapt to new systems and processes. There is an opportunity for some 

sectors to transition workers from fossil fuels to renewables. 

The development of the new Units of Competency, supported by the streaming of the Qualification, 

provides flexibility for the ESI Generation workforce to transition from a model of mostly coal 

fired steam turbine generation to a mix of thermal (coal), gas (natural, liquefied petroleum and 

hydrogen), renewable (solar), and large-scale wind generation and power storage to address 

changes in the generation industry 

Five new units of competency have been developed to address skills requirements for control 

room operations relating to power generation in both fossil fuels and renewable energies, 

 



 

 

encompassing automated control systems.  These units of competency have been added as elective 

to the Certificate III in ESI Generation. 

The units of competency have also been package into three new Skill Sets. 

These Skill Sets provide pathways to gain Qualifications and/or serve as add-ons to the 
Qualifications (See section 8). 

How these new training products will meet the needs of industry  

 

3. Stakeholder consultation strategy  

Refer to Attachment C for: 

• list of stakeholders that actively participated in consultation on the project  

• summary feedback provided by stakeholder type and the IRCs response to this feedback 

• summary of issues raised during stakeholder consultation and the IRCs response to these 
issues 

 

3.1   Identification of stakeholders  

At the start of this project, AIS opened expressions of interest for those wanting to participate in 
the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and emailed subscribers wishing to receive project 
updates and provide feedback on draft materials.  AIS also informed enterprises, individual 
connections made at forums, seminars and through other various engagement activities. AIS also 
sought nominations from the ESI Generation Industry Reference Committee (IRC) who wished to 
participate in the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) as subject matter experts. 

Industry stakeholders from across all sectors of the ESI Generation industry covering most states 
and territories were represented in either the TAC or the IRC in relation to this project. 

 

3.2   Strategies for engaging stakeholders  

Throughout the development, AIS used the following communication strategies to ensure relevant 
stakeholders were consulted: 

Phone, video/teleconference meetings and emails to key ESI Generation industry stakeholders 

IRC member communications to their relevant industry networks using various methods 

Establishment of a TAC from industry to validate the changes being made to the training products 

Emails to State and Territory Training Authorities (STAs) and VET regulators 

Email alerts on project progress to stakeholders providing project information (398 registered 
subscribers to the UEP Electricity Supply Industry - Generation Sector Training Package). 

Formal feedback was received from 3 stakeholders for the project. These were from enterprises, 
independent training consultants and STAs. 

As part of the AIS communication strategy, key industry stakeholder views were sought, and all 
feedback presented to the TAC during initial drafting, redrafting and finalisation of products. 

Stakeholder feedback was considered and discussed with TAC members and all decisions made at 
TAC meetings were documented. As part of the AIS communication strategy, all key industry 
stakeholders were regularly informed of the expected changes and impacts during the 
consultation periods. 

 



 

 

TAC engagement activities started 0n 19 October 2021 and finished on 4 April 2022. Public 
consultation periods were: 

• 19 January 2022 – 16 February 2022 

• 10 March 2022 – 28 March 2022 

3.3   Participation by different types of stakeholders  

Industry stakeholders represented in the TACs for the projects were from regional areas across 
states, territories, and jurisdictions, and represented a cross section of the generation industry 
including the Energy Safe Victoria.  To supplement TAC members, key IRC members such as the 
ETU and Clean Energy Council were consulted and updated regularly during the TAC development 
period.  The Australian Energy Market Operator was also directly consulted on the materials 
developed.  

 

4. Evidence of industry support  

4.1   Industry support  

The ESI Generation IRC signed off on this Case for Endorsement on (to be completed) 

Positive feedback from industry stakeholders was received during the Public Consultation Phases 
and during the ESI – Generation webinar in relation to this project. Industry support is also 
evidenced by letters of support and comments received throughout the public consultation and 
validation phases. 

 

4.2   Engagement of States and Territories  

All STAs were provided with all draft products and advised of the opportunity to provide feedback 
through the AIS website on the CfE over the period:    Relevant Industry Training Advisory Bodies 
(ITAB’s) were consulted throughout the process. 

 

4.3   Mitigation strategies   

Key stakeholders are aware of the expected impacts of the change. During public consultation 
periods, additional information was provided regarding which Qualifications would contain the 
new Units of Competency. Training providers were consulted to provide their input around this 
discussion. 

 

4.4   Letters of industry support  

Letters of support are provided as part of the submission   



 

 

5. Dissenting views   

5.1   Dissenting views/issues raised  

No dissenting views have been raised   

5.2   Rationale for approval  

Industry supports this Case for Endorsement.  

6. Reports by exception   

There are no reports by exception  

7. Mandatory Workplace Requirements  

Refer to Attachment D for a list of the units of competency, the MWR, the rationale for this, and 

evidence of employer support for this requirement. 

 

There are no mandatory workplace requirements in the Training package products developed in 
this CfE.  

 

8. Implementation of the new training packages   

8.1   Implementation issues  

There have not been any implementation issues raised  

8.2   Potential for traineeship or apprenticeships  

The Qualifications and the associated Units of Competency included in this CfE may be used as the 
basis for an apprenticeship. This is  dependent on factors such as funding agreements and 
availability in each state or territory. 

 

8.3   Occupational and licensing requirements   



 

 

There are no licensing requirements contained in the new Units of Competency.  

8.4   Extension to transition period  

Where the need for an extension to the transition period is identified for training products that are 
the subject of this Case for Endorsement, the SSO will apply to the relevant regulator for an 
extension to transition, to mitigate the identified impact on other training products, particular 
student cohorts or industry business needs 

 

No extension to the transition period is requested.  

9. Quality Assurance   

The Case for Endorsement meets the following requirements:   

o Standards for Training Packages 2012 ☐  

o Training Package Products Policy  ☐  

o Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy ☐  

o Companion Volume Implementation Guide is available and quality assured.  ☐  

Copies of quality assurance reports are included in Attachment F.  

10. Implementation of the Minister’s priorities in training packages  

Refer to Attachment E for information on no enrolment and low enrolment qualifications 
reviewed as part of this project, and the outcomes of this review (i.e. product proposed for 
deletion or retention). Attachment D also includes the rationale for retaining no and/or low 
enrolment products when this is the proposal.   

 

Please include an explanation of how approval of the proposed training products will support the 

reform priorities for training packages agreed by skills ministers in November 2015 and October 

2020: 

 

Streamlining/rationalisation 
of training products  

The development of the new Units of Competency, supported by the 

streaming of the Qualification, provides flexibility for the ESI 

Generation workforce to transition from a model of mostly coal fired 

steam turbine generation to a mix of thermal (coal), gas (natural, 

liquefied petroleum and hydrogen), renewable (solar), and large-

scale wind generation and power storage to address changes in the 

generation industry. 

An extensive search was conducted on training.gov.au of all other 

Training Packages to determine if any existing training products 

could be used. Based on a review of the existing ESI Generation 



 

 

components, the ESI Generation IRC recommends that the new Units 

of Competency and Skill Sets be approved. 

The current PMA - Chemical, Hydrocarbons and Refining (Release 

2.0) Training Package was identified as having Units of Competency 

relating to control systems in the chemical, hydrocarbons and 

refining industries. These units did not achieve the desired vocational 

outcome as they do not specify the skills and knowledge 

requirements for control room operators in ESI - Generation Industry 

working with renewable wind, solar and hydro systems. 

The UEP Electricity Supply Industry – Generation Sector Training 

Package will have a net increase of five Units of Competency and 

three Skill Sets. 

Total UEP Qualifications – eleven (11) 

Total UEP Units of Competency – two hundred and five (210) 

Total UEP Skill Sets – four (7) 

Ensure that more 
information about 
industry’s expectations of 
training delivery is available 
to training providers to 
improve their delivery and 
to consumers to enable 
more informed course 
choices 

Throughout development of the Units of Competency and Skill Sets, 

industry’s expectation was to ensure flexible delivery was available 

to ensure that all industry sub‐sectors were able to utilise the 

updated products. Included is an updated Companion Volume 

Implementation Guide for the new and existing UEP Electricity 

Supply Industry – Generation Sector Training Package. 

 

Ensure the training system 

better supports individuals 

to move more easily 

between related 

occupations 

The new Units of Competency are appropriate for generation 

operations personnel to further develop their skills and knowledge in 

the specialist areas enabling individuals to move between various 

sectors of this industry. They also enable flexible access from related 

industries of manufacturing and gas supply to undertake training.   

 

Improve the efficiency of the 
training system by creating 
units that can be owned and 
used by multiple industry 
sectors  

Foster greater recognition 
of skill sets and work with 
industry to support their 
implementation 

 

The three new Skill Sets operations were reviewed in consultation 

with subject matter experts and industry. These Skill Sets provide 

pathways to gain Qualifications and/or serve as add-ons to the 

Qualifications. 

 

  



 

 

11. A link to the full content of the proposed training package component(s) 

The AISC should be provided with a link to the full, developed training package component(s) to be 

approved under the Case for Endorsement. 

A link to the training package components proposed for endorsement is included here.  

 

This Case for Endorsement was agreed to by the [name] IRC 

Name of Chair Tony Saxby 

Signature of Chair  

 

Date 21 June 2022 
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Attachment A: Training products submitted for approval 
 
Please set out in the table below, the training products submitted for approval, including showing whether this is an updated, new or 
deleted product. 
 

Training Product Name  Type For existing products,  

equivalence/non-

equivalence status  

For updated products, rationale for 

equivalence/non-equivalence status 

Qualifications    

UEP30322 Certificate III in ESI Generation  
Updated 

Equivalent General elective groups updated. Occupational 

outcome has not changed 

Units of competency    

UEPOPS008 Operate and monitor control room 

site in a multi-control room environment 

 

New 
  

UEPOPS146 Operate and monitor hydro plant 

systems 

 New   

UEPOPS148 Co-ordinate grid operations 

control centre 

 New   

UEPOPS150 Operate and monitor multiple 

facilities from a single control room 

 New   
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UEPOPS152 Operate renewable wind, solar and 

hydro systems 

 New   

Skill Sets    

UEPSS00013 Co-ordinate real time offshore 

operations 

 New   

UEPSS00014 Managing network 

communications 

 New   

UEPSS00015 Managing site outages  New   
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Attachment B: How qualification updates support job roles  
 
Please use the table below to demonstrate how the proposed updates to qualifications will better support job roles  
 

Job role Qualification Proposed updates and how these better support the job role  

Control Room Operator (Electricity 
Supply Industry) 

UEP30322 Certificate III in ESI 
Generation 

The new Units of competency in this Qualification will support the job role by 
incorporating the new technologies involved with renewable power generation and 
the skills associated with them. 
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Attachment C: Stakeholder consultation  

List of stakeholders that actively participated in stakeholder consultation for the project:  

Name Organisation Title Industry Representation Type State 

Guy Broadbent Thomson Bridge Head of Training & Assessment Training RTO  Qld 

Don Clancy Energy Safe Victoria Compliance Officer Energy Regulator Vic 

John Galea Beon Energy Solutions Commissioning Manager ESi Generation Employer Vic 

Neale Wardley HV Training and Consulting 

Optec 

Skills Trainer and Consultant ESi Generation Employer Vic 

Sarah Brunton ETU National Technical Officer ESi Generation Union NT 

Dr Anita 

Talberg 

Clean Energy Council Director – Workforce Development Renewable Energy Representative Body Vic 

Tony Saxby Delta Electricity Technical Training Coordinator ESi Generation Employer NSW 

Daniel Lavis Australian Energy Market 

Operator 

Manager Operations Training Energy Regulator Vic 
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Summary of Feedback by Stakeholder type: 

Stakeholder Type Key Feedback Points Actions Taken to Address Feedback 

Industry Reference Committee (IRC) 

Representatives 
• IRC commented that a UoC focussed on 

managing a team was required to 

strengthen UEPSS00015 Managing site 

outages 

BEBPEF301 Organise Personal Work Priorities was 

replaced with BSBTWK502 Manage Team Effectiveness 

Peak Industry Bodies    • Nil  

Employers (Non-IRC) • Nil  

Regulators  • Nil  

Registered Training Organisations (RTOs) • Nil  

Training Boards/Other • Nil  

State and Territory Training Authorities 

(STAs) 
• Nil  

Unions • Nil  

Please add other categories as appropriate  • Nil  

Summary of Issues raised during stakeholder consultation  

Issue raised  Key Feedback Points Actions Taken to Address Feedback 

Nil •   
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 •   
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Attachment D: Mandatory Workplace Requirements in Training Products 

Please set out in the table below training products which include a mandatory workplace requirement (i.e. which must be completed in a workplace) 

Code/title Description of the 

Requirement  

(e.g. work placement, 

assessment requirement) 

Rationale for Inclusion Evidence of employer 

support 

Nil    
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Attachment E: No enrolment and low enrolment training products 

No Enrolment: 

Please set out in the table below those training products that have had no enrolments over the past three years for which data is available  

Units of Competency 

Name of Unit/Unit Code Proposed for retention/deletion Rationale for Retention  

Nil   

Qualifications 

Name of Qualification/ Qualification Code Proposed for retention/deletion Rationale for Retention 

Nil    

Low Enrolment: 

Please set out in the table below those training products that have had low enrolments over the past three years for which data is available1  

Units of Competency 

Name of Unit/Unit Code Proposed for retention/deletion Rationale for Retention  

Nil   

Qualifications 

 
1 Low enrolment training products are qualifications or units of competency that have had less than 42 enrolments in each of the past three years (this is the 
maximum no. of enrolments for the bottom 25% of qualifications based on average enrolments over 2016 - 2018) 
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Name of Qualification/ Qualification Code Proposed for retention/deletion Rationale for Retention 

Nil    
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Attachment F: Quality assurance reports  

 

Editorial Report  

1.   Cover page  

  

Information required Detail 

Training Package title and code UEP Electricity Supply Industry – Generation Sector Training 

Package, Release 3.0. 

Number of new qualifications and their ti-
tles 1  

No new qualifications.  

Three (3) new Skills Sets have been submitted for editorial re-

view: 

• UEPSS00013 Co-ordinate Real-Time Offshore Opera-
tions Skill Set 

• UEPSS00014 Managing Network Communications Skill 
Set 

• UEPSS00015 Managing Site Outages Skill Set 

Number of revised qualifications and their 
titles 

One (1) revised qualification has been submitted for editorial 

review: 

• UEP30122* Certificate III in ESI Generation  

*Note: Qualification code needs to be updated (see note be-
low). 

Number of new units of competency and 
their titles 

Five (5) new units have been submitted for editorial review: 

• UEPOPS008 Operate and monitor control room site in a 
multi-control room environment 

• UEPOPS146 Operate and monitor hydro plant_systems 

• UEPOPS148 Co-ordinate grid operations control centre 

• UEPOPS150 Operate and monitor multiple facilities 
from single control room 

• UEPOPS152 Operate renewable wind, solar and hydro 
systems 

Number of revised units of competency 
and their titles 

No revised units of competency have been submitted. 

 
1 When the number of training products is high the titles can be presented as an attachment. 
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Confirmation that the draft training pack-
age components are publication-ready  

The draft components reviewed meet the requirements of the 

Standards for Training Packages 2012 and are publication-

ready. Documents marked with an asterisk above include a 

unit with a conditional pre-requisite, with a rationale provided 

in the Case for Endorsement.  

Is the Editorial Report prepared by a 

member of the Quality Assurance Panel? 

If ‘yes’ please provide a name. 

Yes – Jenni Oldfield is a member of the Quality Assurance 

Panel 

Date of completion of the report 29 April, 2022 

 

2.   Content and structure  

 

Units of competency 

Editorial requirements Comments by the editor 

Standard 5:  
• The structure of units of competency 

complies with the unit of competency 
template. 

The structure of the five units reviewed complies with the 

unit of competency template. 

All units include the following statement: 

“No licensing, legislative or certification requirements apply 
to unit at the time of publication.” 

Foundation skills are described as being explicit in the Perfor-

mance Criteria of all units. 

Standard 7:  
• The structure of assessment require-

ments complies with the assessment 
requirements template. 

All units of competency have associated assessment require-

ments, and the structure of these documents indicates they 

comply with the assessment requirements template. 

The performance evidence notes volume and frequency of 

the tasks to be performed. 

The knowledge evidence relates to the performance criteria 

and indicates the type and depth of knowledge required. 

The assessment conditions provide clear, mandatory condi-

tions for assessment. 

 

Qualifications 

Editorial requirements Comments by the editor  

Standard 9:  
• The structure of the information for 

qualifications complies with the qualifi-
cation template. 

At the time of writing this report, the qualification code du-

plicates the code of the previous version of the qualification. 

I have advised the development team that the code will need 

to be changed so it is unique, either by issuing a new release 

of the qualification, or by issuing a new and unique code. (It 
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Editorial requirements Comments by the editor  

cannot remain UEP30122 Certificate III in ESI Generation, Re-

lease 1.) 

Five new units have been added to the elective bank of the 

qualification. 

The qualification includes units with prerequisites, suitably 

marked up in the qualifications, but no units with prerequi-

sites have been added through this project.  

The presentation of the new Skills Sets also comply with the 

appropriate template. 

Standard 10:   
• Credit arrangements existing between 

Training Package qualifications and 
Higher Education qualifications are 
listed in a format that complies with 
the credit arrangements template. 

Credit arrangements for the qualifications are referenced in 

the Companion Volume Implementation Guide. No credit ar-

rangements exist for UEP qualifications. 

 

 

Companion Volumes 

Editorial requirements Comments by the editor  

Standard 11:  
• A quality assured companion volume 

implementation guide is available and 
complies with the companion volume 
implementation guide template.  

This suite of training package components is accompanied by 

the Companion Volume Implementation Guide for the UEP 

Electricity Supply Industry – Generation Sector Training Pack-

age, Release 3.0. The required mapping is presented in an ac-

companying attachment presented in Microsoft Excel.  

This guide complies with the companion volume implemen-

tation guide template included in the 2012 Standards. It will 

be available on the VETNet site, https://vetnet.educa-

tion.gov.au/Pages/TrainingPackages.aspx, at the time of en-

dorsement. 

 

3.     Proofreading  

 

Editorial requirements Comments by the editor  

• Unit codes and titles and qualification 
codes and titles are accurately cross-
referenced throughout the training 
package product(s) including mapping 
information and packaging rules, and in 
the companion volume implementa-
tion guide. 

 

All unit codes and titles have been checked and cross-refer-

enced within the revised qualification and the three skill sets 

and found to be correct. Listings of prerequisite units for im-

ported units, within the qualification have also been checked. 

The mapping of all UEP Training Package components is pre-

sented as an attachment to the Companion Volume Imple-

mentation Guide. The codes and titles included in the map-

ping have also found to be correct.  

https://vetnet.education.gov.au/Pages/TrainingPackages.aspx
https://vetnet.education.gov.au/Pages/TrainingPackages.aspx
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Editorial requirements Comments by the editor  

• Units of competency and their content 
are presented in full. 

 

All five units of competency and their associated assessment 

requirements have been presented in full. 

• The author of the Editorial Report is 
satisfied with the quality of the training 
products, specifically with regard to: 
o absence of spelling, grammatical 

and typing mistakes 
o consistency of language and for-

matting 
o logical structure and presentation 

of the document. 
o compliance with the required tem-

plates 

This editorial review has incorporated checking: 

• spelling/typing mistakes 

• numbering (component codes and performance cri-

teria)  

• expanding (or contracting) acronyms 

• consistency and clarity of language throughout 

• structure and presentation of documents, including 

formatting 

• compliance with templates.  

Feedback has been provided to the development team for 

suggested updates through this review. 

 

 

Quality Report Template 
 

Section 1 – Cover page 

Information required Detail 

Training Package title and code UEP Electricity Supply Industry – Generation 
Sector Training Package, Release 3.0. 

Number of new qualifications and their titles1 
No new qualifications.  

Number of revised qualifications and their ti-
tles2 

No revised qualifications – electives added to ex-
isting qualification UEP30122 Certificate III in ESI 
Generation which is a minor change as per 6.2 of 
the Training Products Process Review Policy  

 

 
1 When the number of training products is high the titles can be presented as an attached list. 
2 When the number of training products is high the titles can be presented as an attached list. 
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Information required Detail 

Number of new units of competency and their 
titles 

Five (5) new units have been submitted for edi-

torial review: 

• UEPOPS008 Operate and monitor control 
room site in a multi-control room envi-
ronment 

• UEPOPS146 Operate and monitor hydro-
plant systems 

• UEPOPS148 Co-ordinate grid operations 
control centre 

• UEPOPS150 Operate and monitor multi-
ple facilities from single control room 

 

Number of revised units of competency and 

their titles 

No revised units of competency have been sub-

mitted. 

Confirmation that the panel member is inde-
pendent of: 
• the Training Package or Training Package 

components review (‘Yes’ or ‘No’) 
• development and/or validation activities as-

sociated with the Case for Endorsement 
(‘Yes’ or ‘No’) 

• undertaking the Equity and/or Editorial Re-
ports for the training package products that 
are the subject of this quality report (‘Yes’ 
or ‘No’) 

I confirm through affirmation: 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

 

Confirmation of the Training Packages or com-
ponents thereof being compliant with the 
Standards for Training Packages 2012 

These Training Package components are com-

pliant with the Standards for Training Packages 

2012. 

Confirmation of the Training Packages or com-
ponents thereof being compliant with the 
Training Package Products Policy 

This Training Package and its component parts 

are compliant with the Training Package Prod-

ucts Policy. 

Confirmation of the Training Packages or com-
ponents thereof being compliant with the 
Training Package Development and Endorse-
ment Process Policy 

These Training Package components are com-

pliant with the Training Package Development 

and Endorsement Process Policy. 
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Information required Detail 

Panel member’s view about whether: 

• the evidence of consultation and valida-

tion process being fit for purpose and 

commensurate with the scope 

• estimated impact of the proposed 

changes is sufficient and convincing 

As evidenced by the Case for Endorsement 

(CfE), and the associated appendices, consulta-

tion was sufficient and specific to the project. 

The Technical Advisory Committee was nation-

ally representative of a broad cross-section of 

relevant stakeholders.  

 

The CfE convincingly outlines the reasons for 

the addition and revision of these elective units 

as an update within the existing training pack-

age. The impact of and reasons behind these 

additions is also clear including as stated in the 

CfE that: 

 

The need to address skills requirements for 

control room operations and align training 

products with contemporary industry prac-

tice was initially raised by AEMO (Australian 

Energy Market Operators) as there is cur-

rently no units of competency for control 

room operators in the electricity supply in-

dustry. 

The transition to renewable energy has led to 

changes in the skills requirements of workers 

and a growing need for workforce mobility 

across the generation industry. The work-

force needs to be upskilled and retrained in 

the operation and maintenance of existing 

and emerging renewable technologies and be 

able to adapt to new systems and processes. 

There is an opportunity for some sectors to 

transition workers from fossil fuels to renew-

ables. 

 

As a result five (5) new units and three (3) 

new Skill Sets were created. 

There are no exception reports to the consul-
tation findings. 

Name of panel member completing Quality Re-
port 

Terry Smith  

Date of completion of the Quality Report 17th May, 2022 
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Section 2 – Compliance with the Standards for Training Packages 2012 
 

Standards for Training Packages 
 

Standard 
met 
‘yes’ or 
‘no’ 

 

Evidence supporting the statement of compli-
ance or noncompliance (including evidence 
from equity and editorial reports) 

Standard 1 
 

Training Packages consist of the 
following: 
1. AISC endorsed components: 

• qualifications 

• units of competency 

• assessment requirements 
(associated with each unit 
of competency) 

• credit arrangements 
2. One or more quality assured 

companion volumes (CVIG)  

Yes I confirm that the: 

• units of competency; 

• assessment requirements (associ-
ated with each unit of competency); 

• the related qualification; and   

• UEE Training Package CVIG  
 
are all evident. 
 
 

Standard 2   
 

Training Package developers com-
ply with the Training Package Prod-
ucts Policy 

Yes The Training Package developers have com-
plied with the Training Package Products Pol-
icy.  All conditions have been met. 

Standard 3  
 

Training Package developers com-
ply with the AISC Training Package 
Development and Endorsement 
Process Policy 

Yes The Training Package developers have com-
plied with the AISC Training Package Devel-
opment and Endorsement Process Policy in 
all aspects: consultation; development; and 
compliance.  

Standard 4  
 

Units of competency specify the 
standards of performance required 
in the workplace 

Yes The standards of performance required in the 
workplace are specified in the units of compe-
tency. They are in plain English and are written 
clearly.  

The standards of performance and associated 
benchmarks are evident. 

The elements and associated performance cri-
teria are clear and logically sequenced. 

The units are well structured and easy to un-
derstand and apply. 

Standard 5 
  

The structure of units of compe-
tency complies with the unit of 
competency template 

Yes The structure meets the specified template re-
quirements. In reviewing I can confirm that 
the Foundation Skills are explicit and embed-
ded in the performance criteria throughout all 
units. This was proven through analysis against 
the ASQA resource Trigger Words for Founda-
tion Skills.  
 
Unit titles are correct and unit applications are 
clear, including provision of context. 
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Standards for Training Packages 
 

Standard 
met 
‘yes’ or 
‘no’ 

 

Evidence supporting the statement of compli-
ance or noncompliance (including evidence 
from equity and editorial reports) 

Standard 6  
 

Assessment requirements specify 
the evidence and required condi-
tions for assessment 

Yes Assessment requirements are clear as are the 
conditions for assessment.  
 
Performance evidence is specifically related 
to performance criteria and associated ele-
ments. The performance evidence is a clear, 
detailed and concise summary of the unit’s 
performance requirements. 
 
Knowledge evidence is clearly related and 
specifically linked to the performance criteria 
of the unit.  All components are clear, readily 
understandable and logical.  

Standard 7  
 

Every unit of competency has asso-
ciated assessment requirements.  
 
The structure of assessment re-
quirements complies with the as-
sessment requirements template 

Yes All units have associated assessment require-
ments.  
 
The assessment requirements comply with 
the relevant and specified template.  
 
 

Standard 8  
 

Qualifications comply with the Aus-
tralian Qualifications Framework 
specification for that qualification 
type 

Yes The revised qualifications complies with the 
Australian Qualification Framework for that 
qualification type. 
 
 

Standard 9  
 
The structure of the information 
for the Australian Qualifications 
Framework qualification complies 
with the qualification template  

Yes The qualification that these units sit within 
as electives is compliant.  
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Standards for Training Packages 
 

Standard 
met 
‘yes’ or 
‘no’ 

 

Evidence supporting the statement of compli-
ance or noncompliance (including evidence 
from equity and editorial reports) 

Standard 10   
 

Credit arrangements existing be-
tween Training Package qualifica-
tions and Higher Education qualifi-
cations are listed in a format that 
complies with the credit arrange-
ments template 

N/A There are no credit arrangements currently 
in place, this revision makes no change to 
this. 

Standard 11  
 

A quality assured companion vol-
ume implementation guide pro-
duced by the Training Package de-
veloper is available at the time of 
endorsement and complies with 
the companion volume implemen-
tation guide template. 

Yes A Companion Volume Implementation Guide 
(CVIG) exists and provides clear and useful 
information. It also includes clear guidance 
on the context of the range of job role envi-
ronment applications and conditions and has 
useful advice for implementers and educa-
tors.  
 
 

Standard 12 
 
Training Package developers pro-
duce other quality assured com-
panion volumes to meet the needs 
of their stakeholders as required. 

Yes The UEP CVIG is complemented by appen-
dices providing supplementary information. 
This also makes the information easier to ac-
cess. 

 

Section 3 – Compliance with the training package quality principles 
 
Note: not all training package quality principles might be applicable to every training package or its compo-
nents. Please provide a supporting statement/evidence of compliance or non-compliance against each princi-
ple. 

 

Quality principle 1. Reflect identified workforce outcomes 

Key features Quality principle is met: Yes 
/ No or N/A 

Evidence demonstrating compli-
ance/non-compliance with the 
quality principle  
 

Please see examples of evidence 
in the Training Package Develop-
ment and Endorsement Process 
Policy 

Driven by industry’s needs Yes The refinements in this revi-
sion were clearly driven by in-
dustry and changing and 
emerging industry needs.  The 
units and their packaging 
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cover key job role areas asso-
ciated with renewable energy 
context in control rooms in 
the electricity generation sec-
tor. 
The consultation and devel-
opment associated with the 
development of units ensured 
that it has been driven by in-
dustry’s needs, emerging de-
velopments and expectations. 

Compliant and responds to gov-
ernment policy initiatives 
 
Training package component 
responds to the COAG Industry 
and Skills Council’s (CISC) train-
ing package-related initiatives 
or directions, in particular the 
2015 training package reforms. 
Please specify which of the fol-
lowing CISC reforms are rele-
vant to the training product and 
identify supporting evidence: 
• ensure obsolete and superflu-

ous qualifications are re-
moved from the system 
 

• ensure that more information 
about industry’s expectations 
of training delivery is availa-
ble to training providers to 
improve their delivery and to 
consumers to enable more in-
formed course choices  

 
• ensure that the training sys-

tem better supports individu-
als to move easily from one 
related occupation to another 

 
• improve the efficiency of the 

training system by creating 
units that can be owned and 
used by multiple industry sec-
tors 
 

• foster greater recognition of 
skill sets 

Yes The project was driven by the 
requirement to meet the 
emerging industry needs. This 
work is highly specific work 
within a specialised industry 
context.  
   
The CVIG is readily available, 
in a useable style, to training 
providers to improve their de-
livery and offer information 
on range and context and to 
clarify for stakeholders what 
is covered in the units and as-
sociated qualification. 
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Reflect contemporary work or-
ganisation and job profiles in-
corporating a future orientation 

Yes The units are future oriented. 
Nothing in the language of these 
units excludes future applica-
tion.  
 
The CVIG also provides critical 
information on current job roles 
and associated functions.  
 

 

Quality principle 2: Support portability of skills and competencies including reflecting li-

censing and regulatory requirements 

Key 
fea-
tures 

Quality 
principle is 
met: Yes / 
No or N/A 

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle  
 

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development and 
Endorsement Process Policy 

Sup-
port 
move-
ment 
of 
skills 
within 
and 
across 
or-
gani-
sa-
tions 
and 
sec-
tors 

N/A 
These are specialised skill areas in control room operations in electricity 

generation and supply.  

The new electives provides a pathway for upskilling within the industry to a 

renewable energy control room context. 

Three new Skill Sets have been developed to support post-trade upskilling 

to work in these specialised applications and to transition. 

Pro-
mote 
na-
tional 
and 
inter-
na-
tional 
porta-
bility 

Yes These units appear to be nationally portable and could be used in an inter-
national context. 
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Key 
fea-
tures 

Quality 
principle is 
met: Yes / 
No or N/A 

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle  
 

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development and 
Endorsement Process Policy 

Re-
flect 
regu-
latory 
re-
quire-
ments 
and li-
cens-
ing 

Yes There are no licensing or regulatory requirements associated with this unit. 

 

Quality principle 3: Reflect national agreement about the core transferable skills and core 
job-specific skills required for job roles as identified by industry 

Key 
fea-
tures 

Quality 
principle is 
met: Yes / 
No or N/A 

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle  
 

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development and 
Endorsement Process Policy 

Re-
flect 
na-
tional 
con-
sen-
sus  

Yes The CfE clearly demonstrates the wide national consultation that occurred 
and the areas of national consensus.  
 
There are no exception reports. 

Rec-
og-
nise 
con-
ver-
gence 
and 
con-
nec-
tivity 
of 
skills 

N/A These units are specific to work roles in control rooms and have no connec-
tivity to other contexts or use. 

 
 
 

Quality principle 4: Be flexible to meet the diversity of individual and employer needs in-
cluding the capacity to adapt to changing job roles and workplaces 
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Key features Quality 
principle 
is met: 
Yes / No 
or N/A 

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality 
principle  
 

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Pack-
age Development and Endorsement Process Policy 

Meet the diversity of individ-
ual and employer needs 

Yes These units are specific to control rooms and meet 
the requirements of specific employer needs and em-
ployees working in this context. 

Support equitable access 
and progression of learners 

Yes There are no prerequisites associated with these 

new electives. 

 

These units are specific to associated job roles 

within control rooms and have no connectivity to 

other contexts or use. 

 

 
Quality principle 5: Facilitate recognition of an individual’s skills and knowledge and sup-
port movement between the school, vocational education and higher education sectors 
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Key 
fea-
tures 

Quality 
principle 
is met: 
Yes / No 
or N/A 

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle  
 

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development and 
Endorsement Process Policy 

Sup-
port 
learner 
transi-
tion 
be-
tween 
educa-
tion 
sectors  

N/A These units and qualification are specific to roles within control rooms 
and have no connectivity to other contexts or use.  
 
The broader training package provides qualifications that can be utilised to 
seek articulation into higher education studies. 
 
VET in school pathways do not apply to these specialised  contexts. 
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Quality principle 6: Support interpretation by training providers and others through the 
use of simple, concise language and clear articulation of assessment requirements 

Key features Quality 
principle 
is met: 
Yes / No 
or N/A 

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality 
principle  
 
 

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Pack-
age Development and Endorsement Process Policy 

Support implementation 
across a range of settings 

N/A These units are specific to associated job roles in con-
trol rooms and have no connectivity to other con-
texts or use. 

Support sound assessment 
practice 

Yes The depth and breadth of assessments is consistent 
and clear. Assessment conditions are clearly outlined.  
 
The units of competency and associated assessment 
requirements clearly specify the outcomes required 
in plain English and provide specific volume and con-
text. 

Support implementation Yes The product is compliant with TGA/National Register 
requirements for publication. The CVIG provides clear 
advice about unit application and context.  

 
 

Equity Report Template 

Section 1 – Cover page 
 

Information required Detail 

Training Package title and code UEP – Electricity Supply Industry – Generation Sector Train-
ing Package 

Number of new qualifications and 
their titles 1  

No new qualifications 

Number of revised qualifications and 
their titles 

One (1) revised qualification: 

• UEP30322 Certificate III in ESI Generation 

Number of new units of competency 
and their titles 

Five (5) new units: 

• UEPOPS008 Operate and monitor control room site 

in a multi-function environment 

• UEPOPS146 Operate and monitor hydro plant/sys-

tems 

• UEPOPS148 Operate and monitor local grid opera-

tions control room 

• UEPOPS150 Operate and monitor multiple facilities 

from single control room 

 
1 When the number of training products is high the titles can be presented as an attached list. 
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Information required Detail 

• UEPOPS152 Operate Renewable Energy Generation 

and Storage systems 

Number of revised units of compe-
tency and their titles 

No revised units of competency 

Confirmation that the draft training 
package components meet the re-
quirements in Section 2 Equity check-
list of draft training package compo-
nents 

Yes 

Is the Equity Report prepared by a 
member of the Quality Assurance 
Panel? If ‘yes’ please provide the name. 

No 

Date of completion of the report 9 May 2022 
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Section 2 – Equity checklist of draft training package components 
 

Equity requirements  Equity reviewer comments 

Provide brief commentary on whether the draft endorsed components meet each of the equity 

requirements 

 
The training package component(s) comply with Standard 2 
of the Standards for Training Packages 2012. The standard 
requires compliance with the Training Package Products 
Policy, specifically with the access and equity requirements: 
• Training Package developers must meet their obligations 

under Commonwealth anti-discrimination legislation and 
associated standards and regulations. 

• Training Package developers must ensure that Training 
Packages are flexible and that they provide guidance and 
recommendations to enable reasonable adjustments in 
implementation. 

The draft training package components comply with the Training Package Products Policy and 
associated equity requirements. 

 

Section 3 - Training Package Quality Principles 
 
Quality Principle 4  
Be flexible to meet the diversity of individual and employer needs, including the capacity to adapt to changing job roles and workplaces. 
 

Key features 

Do the units of competency meet the diversity of individual and employer needs and support equitable access and progression of learners? 
What evidence demonstrates that the units of competency and their associated assessment requirements are clearly written and have consistent breadth and depth so 
that they support implementation across a range of settings? 
Are there other examples that demonstrate how the key features of flexibility are being achieved? 

Equity requirements  Equity reviewer comments 

1. What evidence demonstrates that the draft components 
provide flexible qualifications/units of competency that en-
able application in different contexts?’ 

The following draft components qualifications (including units) were reviewed: 

• UEP30322 Certificate III in ESI Generation 

Qualification and units 
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Equity requirements  Equity reviewer comments 

The reviewed qualifications are structured using a core an elective model.  Units can be se-
lected to develop specialised industry skills which facilitates flexibility of choice.  

This includes the ability to select and contextualise units from other UEP qualifications and 
training packages. 

This allows for the development of vocational outcomes which meet individual needs, job roles 
and workplace requirements. 

Flexibility of choice also provides individuals and employers with access to a wide range of 
skills to support changes in job roles, changing conditions in the workplace and current work 
demands. 

Units are written clearly, in plain English including assessment conditions and have been devel-
oped to support implementation across a range of settings  

Reasonable adjustment 

The Companion Volume Implementation Guide (CVIG) provides advice on reasonable adjust-
ments.   

2. Is there evidence of multiple entry and exit points? Reviewed qualification and units do not have any pre-requisites.  Individuals and workplaces 
can access these as discreet units and can achieve a statement of attainment.  Units can be used 
in a range of workplaces and job roles across the sector. 

3. Have prerequisite units of competency been minimised 
where possible?  

Reviewed units do not have prerequisites (also see question 2) 

4. Are there other examples of evidence that demonstrate 
how the key features of the flexibility principle are being 
achieved? 

Unit selection in UEP30322 Certificate III in ESI Generation workplaces and individuals to de-
velop skills in the sectors of the industry that were previously unavailable.   

This includes developing the skills and knowledge to operate and monitor control rooms for 
various different types of operations, plant and systems including renewable energies.    

This supports individual progression and development of skills across industries (also see qual-
ity principle 5 & 6).  

 

Quality Principle 5  
 
Facilitate recognition of an individual’s skills and knowledge and support movement between the school, vocational education and higher education sectors. 
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Key features 

Support learner transition between education sectors. 
 

Equity requirements  Equity reviewer comments 

1. What evidence demonstrates pathways from entry and pre-
paratory level as appropriate to facilitate movement between 
schools and VET, from entry level into work, and between VET 
and higher education qualifications? 

 

The following draft components (including new units) were reviewed: 

• UEP30322 Certificate III in ESI Generation 

 

Pathways Movement 

The nature of work within these specialised job roles prevents a direct pathway from school 
to vocational education either through a School-Based Traineeship or VET in schools’ pro‐
gram.  More generic qualifications (including UEE) in this sector meet this need.  

The reviewed qualifications do not articulate directly into higher education qualifications as 
they are below the Diploma level (also see quality principle 6). 

 

Quality Principle 6  
 
Support interpretation by training providers and others through the use of simple, concise language and clear articulation of assessment requirements. 

Key features 

Support implementation across a range of settings and support sound assessment practices. 
 

Equity requirements  Equity reviewer comments 

1. Does the Companion Volume Implementation Guide include 
advice about: 
• Pathways 
• Access and equity 
• Foundation skills?  

(see Training Package Standard 11) 

The Companion Volume Implementation Guide (CVIG) has been reviewed.  It includes infor-
mation on: 

• Pathways 
• Access and Equity 
• Foundation Skills 

The CVIG includes an Industry Occupations Guide which outlines the relationship between 
the occupational outcomes of qualifications and specific job roles in the ESI Generation.  This 
allows a person to clearly identify the qualification pathway relevant to job roles in the UEP 
training package.   
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Equity requirements  Equity reviewer comments 

2. Are the foundation skills explicit and recognisable within 
the training package and do they reflect and not exceed the 
foundation skills required in the workplace? 

Relevant foundation skills are recognisable in the training package.  They are embedded into 
the units, are appropriate for the job roles and reflect complexity of job tasks. 

The Companion Volume Implementation Guide (CVIG) provides advice on the foundation 
skills and their implementation in the UEP training package.  

 

 

 

Appendix A:  Preparation of Equity Report Information for the SSO 

- 1 Person that is not a member of the Training Package 
Quality Assurance Panel is required to provide to the SSO 
information demonstrating experience in analysis of equity 
issues in the training or educational context; demonstrated 
understanding of vocational education and training; and 
details of relevant qualifications and/or professional mem-
berships. 

Anna Jerrems - Industry Skills Specialist, Australian Industry Standards 

SSO has been provided with detailed resume. 

Experience and qualifications relevant to the review of the UEP training package is as follows: 

Experience 

• Currently employed as an Industry Skills Specialist with Australian Industry Standards (SSO) 

• Over 24 years’ experience in the development of training and assessment strategies, training pro‐

grams, assessment tools and auditing (internal and external) for national training packages and 

state accredited qualifications 

• Compliance activities for Registered Training Organisations specialising in: 

o Transmission, Distribution and Rail Sector 

Qualifications and workshops 

Qualifications 

• TAELLN411 Address adult language, literacy and numeracy 

• TAE40110 Certificate IV in Training and Assessment 

• Lead Auditor training and quality systems 

• ISO9000 Auditor  

• Graduate Certificate in Quality Management 
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• Bachelor of Education (Secondary Arts) 

• Master of Education (International Policy) 

Workshops 

• Equity report writing (AIS) 

• Writing skills for training packages (AIS) 

• Equity and access 

• Literacy and numeracy 

• Languages other than English 

• Disabilities 

• Australian Core Skills Framework (ACSF) 

Working groups 

• Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) 
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Attachment G - Letters Of Support 
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